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LIST OF CHARACTERS - FOR THE HOST’S EYES ONLY 
This adds up to 16 characters. Four are required when you add this pack, as their stories will be on others’ 
cards and they will be on the forensic report. The rest of the optional players may be played in any combo with 

the main game optional players.   
Note: if you need 3 or less players, do not cast the first four (required) roles, and do not switch out the 

forensic report.  

CHARACTER BRIEF BIO 
SUGGESTED 

ATTIRE 

ALBY DAHMER 
Registered 

Nurse 
Required  

Alby Dahmer is an RN who works at Flamebury Regional Hospital 
in the emergency room. Alby is obsessed with personal hygiene 
and often wears latex gloves in public to avoid touching germs. 

Outside of work, Alby avoids strangers at all costs and has a weird 
tendency to lock eyes before speaking to someone.   

Optional: add up to 25+ players as fellow nurses to play with 
Alby as their leader.  The file is included on your account as a 

separate download.  

Scrubs, as you’ve just 
come from work. ‘80s 

inspired hairstyle.  

BERNIE CULLEN 
Film Developer 

Required  

Bernie Cullen operates a drive-through Fotomat film kiosk in the 
middle of Flamebury Falls. Bernie is an extrovert and gains energy 
from being around people, so Bernie’s fun to be around. If you ever 

see Bernie scratch and ear, that’s a telltale sign of lying, or so 
Bernie’s mother says. Bernie cannot stand the sight of green food 

but will challenge anyone to an eating contest.  
Optional: add up to 25+ players as fellow film developers to 
play with Bernie as their leader.  The file is included on your 

account as a separate download 

Mustard-colored 
(think Kodak) ‘80s 
work uniform shirt 
with a Fotomat name 
tag (just make one 
out of paper).  Or, if 
you want to go 
authentic, you can 
have one made.  

MARION HOLMES 
Butcher 
Required  

Marion Holmes is the overemotional butcher who sheds a tear at 
everything. If the sky is too blue, the grass is too green, a customer 

is too nice, or the coffee tastes too good – Marion will burst into 
wails. Marion will hiccup when nervous so keep everything calm for 

this butcher.  
Marion runs the largest slaughterhouse and butcher shop in town 

and is often seen with many assistants.  
Optional: add up to 25+ players as assistant butchers to play 

with Marion as their leader.  The file is included on your 
account as a separate download 

A red paint splattered 
apron and fake chef’s 
knife. ‘80s inspired 
hairstyle. 

RANDY FISH 
Manager, 

Cubebuster 
Home Video 
Required  

Randy Fish is the manager of the prime source of home 
entertainment in Flamebury Falls – Cubebuster Home Video. Every 
weekend, the store is packed with home moviegoers who rent the 
latest and greatest releases on VHS.  A constant neck rubber and 
fingernail biter, Randy cannot stand clutter and stacks things that 

aren’t neat and tidy.  
Optional: add up to 25+ players as employees of Cubebuster 

Home Video to play with Randy as their leader.  The file is 
included on your account as a separate download 

Bright blue ‘80s work 
uniform shirt with a 
Cubebuster name tag 
(just make one out of 
paper).  Or, if you 
want to go authentic, 
you can have one 
made. 

NORRIE GRATE 
Truck Driver 

Optional 

Norrie Grate is the loud-mouthed trucker from Tennessee who 
chews with an open mouth and spends time off learning Latin and 
perfecting the art of cursive writing.  Norrie is new to Flamebury 

Falls, and nobody knows why Norrie would move to such a boring 
town. 

Casual ‘80s attire.  
Trucker hat. 
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MAX MALVO 
Encyclopedia 
Salesperson 

Optional 

Max Malvo spends days walking door to door in hopes of selling 
sets of encyclopedias. Max lies about being ambidextrous for no 

apparent reason and loves to correct others’ pronunciation – even 
when they weren’t wrong. The bigger the crowd, the quieter this 

salesperson will be, so Max is best with one-on-ones. Max has an 
overly-guilty conscience and will apologize for crimes that were 

never committed.  

 ‘80s inspired 
polyester suit with a 
fitted cut. Opposuits 
are great - they have 
‘80s colors,  PAC-
MAN, etc. 

STACEY SANCHEZ 
Radio Disc 

Jockey 
Optional 

Most of the townsfolk of Flamebury Falls tunes in to Stacey’s 
Morning Show on 97.9 FM. Stacey is rude, crude, and speaks 

without a filter, so stay on this DJ’s good side, or you will be the 
topic of the hour the following morning. Stacey gets defensive when 
someone disagrees and is slightly hard of hearing but pretends to 

have heard what you said.  

Trendy ‘80s attire.  

NOEL RUNGE 
Groundskeeper, 

Craven Gray 
Manor 

Optional 

Noel keeps the grounds well-manicured and trimmed at the Craven 
Gray Manor. With an intense love for animals, Noel is what you’d 

call an animal whisperer, as Noel seems to communicate with bees 
to bears. Overly modest, Noel will cover all exposed skin and hates 

to laugh, even refusing to chuckle. 

Groundskeeper attire 
– long sleeved, wide-
brim hat, some 
branches coming out 
of your pockets – why 
not? 

PAT PIERCE 
Owner, Pat’s 

Arcade 
Optional 

With corny jokes galore, Pat is the playful owner of Pat’s Arcade – 
the biggest arcade in Flamebury Falls and a local hotspot. Pat 

refuses to use utensils to eat and has parental instincts that cause 
him/her to pamper everyone, including strangers, to ensure their 

needs are met.  

Any video game from 
the ‘80s attire. PAC-
MAN, Tetris, Space 
Invaders, etc.  

ASH GACY 
Owner, 

Rollerland West 
Optional 

Don’t bother telling this roller rink owner your name, as you have no 
chance of Ash ever remembering you. Ash Gacy is forgetful, but 
maybe that is because Ash essentially never pays attention to 

anything? Ash has an irrational fear or sand and claims to identify 
with lizards strongly.  

80s inspired roller-
skating t-shirt. 

BILLIE BRILEY 
Swim Team 

Coach 
 

Optional 

Billie is the swim team coach at Flamebury Country Club, who is 
always smiling and humming a tune. Always chewing on something, 
Billie is usually the life of the party. However, Billie has a dark side. 

Billie has prophetic dreams of dramatic deaths. To date, none 
comes close to being true. 

Anything '80s inspired 
that's athletic. 

CONNIE MASON 
Manager, Lights 

Out 
Optional 

If you play songs around Connie Mason, be prepared for out-of-
tune singing that only slightly rhymes with the original lyrics. Connie 

doesn’t care what others think and will get manic if a sock gets 
wrinkled. Connie is opinionated and will not recognize anyone with 

differing opinions.  

Tuxedo or black suit. 
‘80s inspired 
hairstyle. 

JACKIE HERZOG 
Professor, 
Flamebury 
University 
Optional  

The typical absent-minded professor, Jackie Herzog is employed by 
the prestigious local academic institution, Flamebury University. 
Jackie is a constant rhymer, but often chooses words that don’t 

rhyme. Jackie is brilliant but will space out during conversations and 
stare into the distance. If Jackie gets next to a candle flame, s/he 

feels compelled to put out the fire with fingertips, so keep real 
candles away from this biology guru.    

Mad scientist 
costume with ‘80s 
inspired hair.  

JORDAN LUCAS 
Owner, Gwinnet 

Gym 
University 
Optional  

Jordan Lucas is the boisterous owner of the Gwinnet Gym – the 
largest 24-hour fitness center in Flamebury Falls. A 7th-grade 
dropout, Jordan is illiterate but will argue about anything with 

anyone. Jordan fears going above the first floor in any building, and 
his/her extremities are always freezing. 

‘80s inspired workout 
attire.  
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KIT MAJORS 
Lounge Singer 

Optional  

Kit Majors is a mediocre lounge singer at the Candle Room in 
Flamebury Falls – a local hotspot. Kit has parties for any holiday on 
the books and loves extra spicy foods. Just don’t snap your fingers 
around Kit, as that is Kit’s kryptonite and might trigger a fit of rage.  

‘80s glam attire and 
‘80s hair.  

KELLY FAVATO 
Fragrance 
Chemist 
Optional  

Kelly Favato is a fragrance chemist for Tommy Lauder – a beauty 
corporation with laboratories in Flamebury Falls. Kelly will often 

comment about how his/her mother would handle a situation. Kelly 
avoids eye contact at all costs and is a child at heart. 

 ‘80s inspired casual 
party attire - or a lab 
coat. Bring some 
cards (cut index cards 
in half) with fragrance 
sprayed on them. 

 
 

 


